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Description of the PACE mission

Source: Andre Dress, https://pace.oceansciences.org/docs/sat_oct21_dress.pdf 2
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PACE solar panels

OCI solar baffle for solar diffuser OCI radiator



Actual Images of OCI
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OCI telescope rotating drum

OCI flight unit during integration

OCI ETU (Engineering test unit)
on rotating table during testing
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OCI components and optical path

Source: Gorman et al., 2019, Proc. Of SPIE Vol. 11151, 111510G-3 6

 
 

 
 

 

approximately the subsolar point to avoid Sun glint reflected off the ocean looking 20o north (fore) in the northern 
hemisphere and 20o south (aft) in the southern hemisphere, which maximizes the number of ocean science pixels retrieved. 
Tilting OCI allows capture of ocean science pixels that would otherwise be unusable because of Sun glint contamination. 
The OCI telescope will scan from west to east at a rotation rate of 5.77 Hz, acquiring Earth view data at ~1 km2 at nadir 
and an angular range of ±56.5o, which results in a ground swath width of 2663 km. At its sun-synchronous 676.5 km 
ascending node orbit with a 13:00 local equator crossing time, OCI realizes 1-day global coverage at all sensor zenith 
angles and 2-day global coverage at sensor zenith angles up to 60o. 

Sources of typical instrument uncertainties (e.g., sensitivity to polarization, stray light, and temperature) are addressed 
through design choices and a prelaunch test efforts, based largely on lessons learned from SeaWiFS, MODIS, and VIIRS 
heritage [7]. Variations in the radiometric sensitivity of each wavelength over time will be monitored by solar diffuser 
measurements for short-term instrument gain adjustments and by lunar measurements for adjustments over long time 
periods (>2 years). The solar diffuser calibration assembly consists of three diffusers: two bright solar diffusers and one 
dim solar diffuser. One bright quasi-volume diffuser (QVD) will be exposed each day. The other bright diffusor is identical 
to the daily bright diffusor, but will only be exposed to solar irradiance monthly, such that its reflectance will degrade 
significantly less than the daily target. The measurements of the monthly target will be used to correct the reflectance 
degradation of the daily target. Lunar irradiance will be measured at ±7o moon phase angle (resulting in two measurements 
each month). The measured radiances from the Moon will be combined to yield the lunar irradiance, corrected for the 
oversampling rate, and compared to the lunar irradiance provided by the U.S. Geological Survey Robotic Lunar 
Observatory (ROLO) model [8]. If over long periods of time (>2 years), a trend can be detected in the ratios of the ROLO 
lunar irradiances and the OCI lunar irradiances, this lunar calibration will be used in addition to the solar calibrations to 
adjust any temporal degradation in OCI [9]. The dim solar diffuser has a substantially lower reflectance (~2%) relative to 
the two others. Using this dim diffusor, a special charge accumulation mode of the OCI Charge Coupled Devices (CCDs) 
will be used to verify the linearity of the OCI readout electronics and track changes in linearity over time. 

 
Figure 2. A two-dimensional overview of the OCI optical path and its key instrument components. 
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On-orbit calibration

Several calibration approaches:

- Daily solar diffuser gain trending
- Monthly solar diffuser gain/spectral trending
- Monthly dim diffuser linearity trending
- Bimonthly lunar gain trending
- Bimonthly lunar hysteresis trending
- Monthly earth view spectral trending
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Solar Calibration Assembly (SCA)

SCA description:

- The SCA contains 3 solar diffusers: daily bright
calibration target (BCT), monthly BCT, and dim
calibration target (DCT)

- Incidence angle is 58deg, view angle 38deg,
azimuth around 180deg (forward scattering)

- Calibration will occur at northern terminator
- Spacecraft maneuver will keep incidence angle

constant throughout measurements (~1 minute)
- A baffle tube (directed towards sun) will eliminate

earthshine
- A door will close to protect calibration targets from

degradation when not in use
- Approach using 2 BCT for OCI gain trending is

described in chapter 6 in Vol. 7 of NASA TM-
2018-219027:
https://pace.oceansciences.org/docs/TM2018219
027Vol.7.pdf
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Bright Calibration Target (BCT)
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BCT description:

- The BCT reflecting surface
is a quasi-volume diffuser
(QVD), produced by TNO,
Netherlands

- Material: quartz
- Scattering occurs on rough

surface and inside
- Extremely low reflectance

degradation expected in
the UV over mission life
time (OMI heritage)

BRDF measurements at TNO:
- Limited angular range (+/-1deg for incidence/view zenith angles)
- 2cm FOV measurements initially at 5 spots; full coverage (~30 spots) later because center is brighter
- 2cm FOV measurements validated at GSFC (preliminary, measurements ongoing); full OCI FOV (9cm)

BRDF measurement at GSFC pending; expected OCI FOV BRDF accuracy better than 2%
- BRDF is a bit brighter than expected (0.2-0.3 1/sr, or 60% to 90%, brightest in the SWIR)



Dim Calibration Target (DCT)

BRDF measurements at GSFC:
- Measurements were performed with various IFOV (1cm, 2.5cm, 7cm, 9cm)
- Random variations in 1cm IFOV measurements average to acceptable levels for 9cm IFOV
- BRDF is brighter than expected (0.025 1/sr, or 8%)
- All results preliminary
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DCT description:

- The DCT reflecting surface
is Acktar fractal black
(company in Israel)

- Typically used for straylight
suppression

- Used to check OCI linearity
via progressive TDI mode
(blue and red FPA only)

No picture available, same
as BCT but dark



Lunar measurements

Additional stare measurements:
- Moon provides excellent contrast ratio
- PACE spacecraft will stare at the moon while OCI scans for ~1

minute
- Results will be used to trend hysteresis of SWIR bands
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Dedicated maneuver:

- Twice a month, PACE will
backflip on the dark side of
the orbit

- Lunar phase angle will be
close to 7deg

- Spacecraft attitude control
will provide an image with
well defined oversampling
in track direction (x4)

- Lunar irradiance will be
calculated and compared
to ROLO model

Picture on the left:

- Source:
https://oceancolor.gsfc.n
asa.gov/SeaWiFS/BAC
KGROUND/Gallery/moo
n.jpg

- SeaWiFS determined
oversampling from
image analysis

- We expect an accuracy
for OCI trending of
about 0.1% after 3
years, see chapter 7 in
Vol. 7 of NASA TM-
2018-219027:
https://pace.oceanscien
ces.org/docs/TM201821
9027Vol.7.pdf

https://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/SeaWiFS/BACKGROUND/Gallery/moon.jpg


Earth view spectral trending

Special aggregation mode for earth view spectral measurements:
- Performed during tilt maneuver (every orbit during subsolar point, close to equator)
- Limited scan angle range (~30deg vs 110deg) due to data bandwidth limitations
- We will identify at least two clear absorption lines in the atmosphere (or Fraunhofer lines) per CCD

(340nm to 600nm and 600nm to 890nm)
- We will trend over time either a constant shift or a linear change (gratings/alignment are not

expected to produce higher order changes); zero change expected
- Similar approach as for MERIS/OLCI
- Spectral trending not needed for SWIR bands (spectral filters)
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Plot on the right:
- Transmission of the

Oxygen A-band,
simulated with OCI
bandwidth and maximum
spectral sampling.



Summary

- OCI will provide TOA radiances at ~1km spatial resolution, from 340nm (315nm?) to 2260nm,
hyperspectral from 340nm to 890nm, 2 day global coverage

- OCI will continue and enhance NASA’s earth system data records for ocean color (heritage sensors:
SeaWiFS, MODIS, VIIRS)

- OCI flight unit is close to being ready for testing (planned for March 2022 to September 2022)
- OCI ETU (Engineering Test Unit) completed testing summer 2021, results look promising (see next

presentation)
- On-orbit calibration will combine successful trending approaches from previous sensors (2 solar

diffusers, QVD, lunar gain trending, spectral trending)
- New calibration approaches for OCI: large QVD, dim diffuser for linearity trending, lunar hysteresis

trending
- OCI will be characterized prelaunch with an ambitious goal of 0.5% relative uncertainty; absolute

uncertainty will be about 2% (before vicarious calibration); expected on-orbit gain trending accuracy
is 0.2% or better

- More info on PACE and OCI can be found at https://pace.oceansciences.org/
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